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Introduction 

VMware Cloud Director Object Storage Extension (OSE) is a common Object Storage Service that allows service providers to enable Object Storage 

Service for Cloud Director tenants. OSE has built powerful out-of-the-box integrations with three platforms: Cloudian HyperStore, DELL ECS, and 

Amazon native S3. 

Since OSE 2.0 there is extensibility for any 3rd party S3-compliant object storage platforms to integrate with Cloud Director, for instance, open-source 

Ceph. We call the extension point Object Storage Interoperability Service (OSIS). OSIS defines a set of management API specifications for OSE to 

communicate with 3rd party object storage platforms to exchange tenant and user information. The cloud provider takes the ownership to implement 

the OSIS adapter for the vendor object storage platform. 

By following the unified onboarding workflow, Cloud Director tenants can consume the vendor Object Storage in a unified manner, regardless of the 

type of the object storage platform. The user experience for Object Storage is coherent and adaptive in the Cloud Director portals. The below diagram 

shows the high-level architecture of OSE with all rely-on parties into consideration.  

It is worth mentioning that switching Object Storage platforms after the deployment is very easy. Cloud providers only need to run a few commands to 

switch the underlying Object Storage platform from one to the other. 

For the platforms integrated with OSE via OSIS, the data channel is between OSE and the platform. Still, the control channel is between OSE and the 

OSIS adapter. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 OSE  High-level Architecture 

Audience 
This document is intended for VMware Cloud Provider architects and technical leads responsible for planning and executing the deployment and 

upgrades of a VMware-based cloud environment. 
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System Requirements 

The OSIS Adapter needs to be developed as an API service available to VMware Cloud Director Object Storage Extension (OSE) server. You can 

implement the OSIS Adapter in any programming language and deploy to any server environment. The only requirement for the OSIS Adapter is 

network connectivity. It should be deployed in an intranet that the OSE server can connect to it, and OSIS can connect to the storage platform. 

 

Figure 2: OSIS Deployment View 

Best Practice 

If you install the OSIS Adapter in a standalone machine, the hardware configuration below is recommended. 

• vCPU: 4 Core 

• Memory: 8GB 

• Disk: 100GB 

• OS: Linux (CentOS 7+ is recommend) 

• Database: PostgreSQL 10+ 

As a best practice, the OSIS Adapter can be installed on the same node as the OSE server and share the same PostgreSQL database server that OSE 

uses. This way, the additional maintenance effort can be reduced. 

 

Figure 3: OSIS Network 
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OSIS Workflow 

The following diagrams depicts the S3 storage data flow between the OSIS adapter and OSE, and the OSIS and the storage platform. 

 

Figure 4: OSIS Data Flow 

The general workflow to make a vendor Object Storage platform available for Cloud Director is as following: 

 

Figure 5: OSIS Development Flow 
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Develop an OSIS Adapter 

Implement the following mandatory and optional OSIS APIs when you develop your own OSIS adapter. 

Refer to the following comprehensive list of OSIS APIs to start managing your S3 platform, tenants, users, buckets, and S3 authentication: 

https://code.vmware.com/apis/1034/oject-storage-interoperability-service#/api.  

Here is a glimpse of the mandatory and optional OSIS APIs that need to be implemented in your OSIS adapter. There is a reference CEPH 

implementation project that you can refer to while developing and deploying your own OSIS adapter. 

You can also use the following OSIS stub as a skeleton for your OSIS adapter. 

Mandatory OSIS APIs  

The following API is mandatory for using a vendor S3 storage platform with Cloud Director: 

Table 1: Mandatory OSIS APIs 

HTTP Method Request URI Description 

HEAD /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId} Checks whether the tenant exists. 

PATCH  /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId} Updates Cloud Director tenant ID of the S3 storage 

platform tenant. 

GET /api/v1/tenants Gets the tenant. 

POST /api/v1/tenants Creates a storage tenant for a VCD org. The mapping 

rule between the VCD org and the storage tenant is 

determined by the OSIS adaptor.  

GET /api/v1/tenants/query Queries the tenants of the S3 storage platform. 
 

GET /api/v1/users/query Queries users of the platform tenant. 
 

POST /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users Creates a user in the platform tenant. 
 

GET /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users Lists users of the platform tenant. 
 

GET /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users/{userId} Gets the user with user ID of the tenant. 
 

PATCH /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users/{userId} Sets activate or deactivate status in the tenant. 
 

DELETE /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users/{userId} Deletes the user in the platform tenant. 
 

GET /api/v1/users/{canonicalUserId} Gets the user with user canonical ID. 

GET /api/v1/s3credentials/query Queries S3 credentials of the platform user. 
 

GET /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users/{userId}/s3credentials Lists S3 credentials of the platform user. 
 

https://code.vmware.com/apis/1034/oject-storage-interoperability-service#/api
https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/tree/master/vmware-ose-osis-stub
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POST /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users/{userId}/s3credentials Creates S3 credential for the platform user. 
 

GET /api/v1/s3credentials/{accessKey} Gets S3 credential of the platform user. 

GET /api/v1/s3capabilities Gets S3 capabilities of the platform. 
 

GET /api/info Gets the REST services information. 
 

 

Optional OSIS APIs 

Those optional API endpoints are nice to have. The corresponding functions will be hidden in the VMware Cloud Director tenant portals if you do not 

implement them. 

Table 2: Optional OSIS APIs 

HTTP Method Request URI Description 

GET /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId} 

 

Get a tenant in the platform 

DELETE /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId} Delete a tenant in the platform 
 

HEAD /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users/{userId} Check whether the user exists 
 

PATCH /api/v1/s3credentials/{accessKey} Activate or deactivateS3 credential for the platform user 
 

DELETE /api/v1/s3credentials/{accessKey} Delete the S3 credential of the platform user 
 

GET /api/v1/usage Get the usage of the platform tenant or user 
 

GET /api/v1/bucket-list Get the bucket list of the platform tenant 
 

GET /api/v1/bucket-logging-id 

 

Get the bucket logging id of the platform 
 

GET /api/v1/anonymous-user Get the anonymous user id and name of the platform. 
 

GET /api/v1/console Get the console URI of the platform or platform tenant 
 

 

  

https://code.vmware.com/apis/1034/oject-storage-interoperability-service#/tenant/getTenant
https://code.vmware.com/apis/1034/oject-storage-interoperability-service#/bucketloggingid/getBucketLoggingId
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OSIS APIs Explained  

The OSIS APIs are divided into categories, including: 

• Authentication 

• Information 

• Tenant 

• User 

• S3 credential 

• S3 capability 

• Miscellaneous - Bucket logging ID, Anonymous user, Usage, Console URL, etc. 

Authentication 

Two authentication schemas are defined for OSIS: basic and bearer API token. Basic authentication is simple and straightforward.  

As the client of OSIS - OSE is configured, a refresh token with CLI sends a request with a refresh token to exchange JWT access token during starting up. 

Then use the access token for subsequent OSIS requests. 

Once the access token expires, OSE uses a refresh token to renew the access token. The refresh token should be set with a long expiration time, like 

half a year. If the refresh token expires, it should be reconfigured in OSE by CLI. 

Bear API token has one new API to achieve this:/api/v1/auth/token, which renews the access token with a refresh token. 

OSIS accepts the bearer token in the HTTP header from OSE like, Authorization: Bearer 

eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiJ9.eyJzdWIiOiJNUEcwUlZDRENERFRTUkpKT05KSyIsInNjb3... 

Information 

Vendors or communities could have a different implementation and configuration of the OSIS specification. OSE can get the customization metadata of 

OSIS via the information API/api/info, which doesn't require authentication. 

Here is a sample of the information representation. The explanation is provided inline for some fields. 

{ 

    "platform_name": "ceph",  

    "platform_version": "15.2.3", 

    "api_version": "1.0.0", // The API version which the implementation complies with. 

    "status": "NORMAL", // The status of the OSIS server instance. 

    "not_implemented": [ // Any API defined in the specification, which is not implemented, will be put in this array. The API code can be found in the 

OSIS API specification. 

        "getAnonymousUser", 

        "getBucketLoggingId", 

        "updateCredentialStatus", 

        "getBucketList" 

    ], 

    "logo_uri": "https://10.139.113.213:28443/ceph.png", // This is the logo URI for the storage platform. 

    "auth_modes": [ // This is the current working authentication mode. 

        "BASIC" 
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    ], 

    "services": { 

        "s3": "http://ceph.osis.ose.vmware.com:31383", // Endpoints of the storage platform other than the OSIS server. 

        "iam": "https://10.139.113.213:28443/admin" 

    }, 

    "regions": [// The region where your buckets reside. For cost, low latency and regulatory compliance choose region that is near to your business. 

        "default" 

    ], 

    "storage_classes": [ //Defines the storage class of the storage platform. Different storage classes are used for different access strategies for lower 

the cost. 

        "default" 

    ] 

} 

 

OSE accesses this information resource and takes different actions based on the response. e.g., different API code in not_implemented will make 

the OSE portal show the UI components adaptively. 

API code in information.not_implemented is the Operation ID in the OSIS specification. 

How to Map a VMware Cloud Director Tenant with an S3 Storage Platform Tenant 

Since OSE 2.2.0.1, a new option "Server Determined" is available during tenant activation. This option means that instead of OSE, the OSIS adapter 

determines which platform tenant will be mapped with a Cloud Director tenant. 

When a Cloud Director tenant is activated in this way, the following request will be sent to the OSIS adaptor.  

POST /api/v1/tenants 

{ 

  "name": "ACME", 

  "active": true, 

  "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

    "8daca9a9-5b11-4f63-9c52-953a2ef77739" 

  ] 

} 

In the request body, you will notice that there is no tenant_id. The OSIS adaptor decides about the mapping of the storage platform tenant and sets 

the tenant_id in the response body. OSE will save the mapping made by the OSIS adapter in the OSE database.  

Example: 

cd_tenant_id (8daca9a9-5b11-4f63-9c52-953a2ef77739)<-->tenant_id (d290f1ee-6c54-4b01-90e6-

d701748f0851) 

 

After OSIS makes the mapping between the VMware Cloud Director tenant and the S3 storage tenant, the response will be a VCD tenant with the name 

ACME and an id 8daca9a9-5b11-4f63-9c52-953a2ef77739 mapped with a storage tenant with id d290f1ee-6c54-4b01-90e6-d701748f0851. See the 

example below: 
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201 Created 

{ 

  "name": "ACME", 

  "active": true, 

  "tenant_id": "d290f1ee-6c54-4b01-90e6-d701748f0851", 

  "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

    "8daca9a9-5b11-4f63-9c52-953a2ef77739" 

  ] 

} 

Note: To make this mapping work, the OSIS adaptor must return 404 Not Found for the API request HEAD /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId} if the 

platform tenant with ID={tenantId} doesn't exist. 

How to map a Cloud Director User with IAM and non-IAM platform users 

There are two types of account systems in storage platforms: IAM style and non-IAM style. 

The first version of the OSIS framework introduced in OSE 2.0 only supported non-IAM style. While OSE 2.2.0.1 brings IAM-style support for OSIS.  

With features like tenant/user onboarding and bucket synchronization, OSE has different flows for the two styles. This requires the OSIS adapter to 

fulfill specific requirements for several OSIS APIs so that OSE and the OSIS adaptor can gear into each other. 

Mapping a VMware Cloud Director User with a non-IAM style Storage Platform User 

Non-IAM style platforms (e.g., Cloudian HyperStore and CEPH) have a "traditional" multi-tenancy system.  

They use terms like "group", "org", or "namespace" for a tenant entity, and users belong to a specific tenant. Also, a bucket is owned by a particular 

user. 

With such models, the mapping between a Cloud Director org/user and a platform tenant/user is straightforward. Here is an example of the mapping 

between a Cloud Director user/org and a platform group/org/namespace. 

VCD org <--> platform group/org/namespace  

VCD user <--> platform user belonging to a specific group/org/namespace 

Mapping a VMware Cloud Director User with an IAM-style Storage Platform User 

IAM style platforms (e.g., Amazon S3, ECS 3.6+, and Scality) have an entity like an AWS account and each account contains several IAM users. The 

owner of a bucket is the account instead of an individual IAM user. 

For the IAM-style platforms, the mapping is as follows: 

VCD org <--> platform account  

VCD user <--> IAM user under the account 

 

With such platforms, the OSIS adaptor should implement the following APIs: 

1. GET /api/v1/tenants 

The name and tenant_id of each OSIS tenant in the response are the name and ID of the mapped platform account. 

{ 

    "items": [ 

        { 
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            "active": true, 

            "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

                "<CD_TENANT_ID>" 

            ], 

            "name": "<ACCOUNT_NAME>", 

            "tenant_id": "<ACCOUNT_ID>" 

        } 

    ], 

    "page_info": { 

        "limit": 100, 

        "offset": 0, 

        "total": 1 

    } 

} 

 

2. GET /api/v1/tenants/{tenantId}/users 

The canonical_user_id of each user in the response should be the canonical user ID of the account, which means that IAM users under the same 

account share identical canonical_user_id. 

Also, the tenant_id is the platform account ID, while the user_id and username are the IAM user ID and name respectively. 

{ 

    "items": [ 

        { 

            "active": true, 

            "canonical_user_id": "<ACCOUNT_CANONICAL_USER_ID>", 

            "cd_tenant_id": "<CD_TENANT_ID>", 

            "cd_user_id": "<CD_USER_ID>", 

            "email": "null", 

            "role": "UNKNOWN", 

            "tenant_id": "<ACCOUNT_ID>", 

            "user_id": "<IAM_USER_ID>", 

            "username": "<IAM_USER_NAME>" 

        } 

    ], 

    "page_info": { 

        "limit": 100, 

        "offset": 0, 

        "total": 1 

    } 

} 
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3. GET /api/info  

OSE should be aware if the adapted storage platform is an IAM-style system. 

There is a new property iam introduced in the response of the information API. It should be true if the platform is of IAM style. 

{ 

    "api_version": "1.4.6", 

    "auth_modes": [ 

        "Basic" 

    ], 

    "logo_uri": "http://99.8.17.25:9333/scalitylogo.png", 

    "not_implemented": [ 

        "getBucketLoggingId", 

        "deleteTenant" 

    ], 

    "platform_name": "scality", 

    "platform_version": "7.10.6.0", 

    "iam": true 

    "regions": [ 

        "us-east-1" 

    ], 

    "services": { 

        "iam": "http://99.8.17.25:9333/", 

        "s3": "http://127.0.0.1:8000" 

    }, 

    "status": "NORMAL", 

    "storage_classes": [ 

        "default" 

    ] 

} 

4. GET /api/v1/bucket-list  

In this API request, the parameter tenant_id is the account ID of the IAM-style platform. 

The bucket in the response has a user_id=<ACCOUNT_CANONICAL_USER_ID>. It indicates that the bucket owner is an account instead of an 

IAM user. 

GET http://99.8.17.25:9333/api/v1/bucket-list?tenant_id=<ACCOUNT_ID> 

{ 

  "items": [ 

    { 

      "name": "vmwbkt-1", 

      "creation_date": "2022-11-17T06:58:26.607Z", 
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      "user_id": "<ACCOUNT_CANONICAL_USER_ID>" 

    }, 

    { 

      "name": "vmwbkt-2", 

      "creation_date": "2022-11-17T08:06:17.191Z", 

      "user_id": "<ACCOUNT_CANONICAL_USER_ID>" 

    } 

  ], 

  "page_info": { 

    "limit": 100, 

    "offset": 0, 

   "total": 2 

  } 

} 

S3 Credentials 

OSIS API for S3 credentials support CRUD and query operations. One S3 credential is always attached to a user; therefore, the S3 credential model has 

the IDs of a tenant and user. 

For most storage platforms, the access key is the unique ID for the S3 credential. But this is not true for some platforms. Thus, GET/PATCH/DELETE 

operations for /api/v1/s3credentials/{accessKey} have optional parameters tenant_id and user_id to identify one S3 credential. 

S3 Capability 

Object storage platforms have different support and compatibility for S3 APIs, which impacts the OSE and its consumers. When a platform is integrated 

with OSE via the OSIS service, it is required for OSE to know the compatibilities of S3 APIs so that OSE can customize the provider portal and tenant 

portal. This is what S3 capability API is for.  

Miscellaneous 

The APIs like usage, console URI, bucket logging ID, etc., provide the essential data for several OSE administrative functions. 

For example, if the API of a bucket logging ID is implemented, the Bucket Properties tab in the OSE tenant portal will have a card for the bucket logging 

configuration. If not, the card will be hidden. In fact, these APIs are not mandatory. 

Tenant and User Mapping 

OSIS server accepts Cloud Director tenant/user model from OSE and returns platform tenant/user model to OSE. The mapping from Cloud Director to 

the storage platform is designed and maintained by the OSIS implementation. 

 

Different platforms have different schema and interface for tenant/user. Here is  an example of how to design and maintain the tenant mapping. 

1. List a request payload to create a platform tenant and an OSIS tenant model 

Payload of a tenant creation request OSIS tenant model of any S3 platform  

{ 

  "name": "<CD_TENANT_NAME>", 

  "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

tenant_id=<CD_TENANT_ID> 

name=<CD_TENANT_NAME> 

active=true 
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    "<CD_TENANT_ID>" 

  ] 

} 
 

cd_tenant_ids=[<CD_TENANT1_ID> 

2. Decide the rule to generate the platform tenant_id according to the platform capability and fill in the values for the OSIS tenant model.  

• The platform accepts the UUID as a tenant ID, e.g., Cloudian accepts UUID as a tenant ID 

 

Payload of a tenant creation request OSIS tenant model for Cloudian 

{ 

  "name": "<CD_TENANT_NAME>", 

  "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

    "<CD_TENANT_ID>" 

  ] 

} 
 

tenant_id=<CD_TENANT_ID> 

name=<CD_TENANT_NAME> 

active=true 

cd_tenant_ids=[<CD_TENANT_ID>] 

 

• Platform does NOT accept UUID as a tenant ID e.g., CEPH doesn't support UUID as a tenant ID. 

Use <CD_TENANT_NAME>__trim(<CD_TENANT_ID>) as a tenant ID. 

 

Payload of a tenant creation request OSIS tenant model for CEPH 

{ 

  "name": "<CD_TENANT_NAME>", 

  "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

    "<CD_TENANT_ID>" 

  ] 

} 
 

tenant_id=<CD_TENANT_NAME>__trim(<CD_TENANT_ID>) 

name=<CD_TENANT_NAME> 

active=true 

cd_tenant_ids=[<CD_TENANT_ID>] 

 

• Platform has no concept of a tenant e.g., for Amazon, an AWS account can be used as a tenant. 

Payload of a tenant creation request OSIS tenant model for Amazon 

{ 

  "name": "<CD_TENANT_NAME>", 

  "cd_tenant_ids": [ 

    "<CD_TENANT_ID>" 

  ] 

} 
 

tenant_id=<AWS_ACCOUNT_ID> 

name=<CD_TENANT_NAME> 

active=true 

cd_tenant_ids=[<CD_TENANT_ID>] 

 

The cases are not limited to those listed above. Any mapping rule that complies with the guideline should work well with the OSIS 

implementation: OSIS tenant_id can identify a unique "tenant" in the platform. 

On the other hand, the OSIS server can query platform tenants when receiving <CD_TENANT_ID>. This means the OSIS server should maintain the 

mapping between CD tenants and platform tenants to support query by <CD_TENANT_ID>. 

The OSIS implementation can persist the mapping in the storage platform or a dedicated database.  
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• For example, in the OSIS CEPH reference project, the mapping is stored in property display_name of the CEPH model (you can find details in 

the documentation of the reference project).  

• If a dedicated database is the choice, the OSIS implementation should keep the data synchronized between the database and platform. 

In the end-to-end flow OSE → OSIS → Platform, the previous steps focus on OSE→ OSIS. The OSIS implementation need to handle and the conversion 

between the OSIS model and the platform model.  

The mapping of a user/S3Credential is like a tenant.  

Choose the Platform Administrative and S3 Capabilities 

In the OSIS specification introduction, we already know that there are two kinds of capabilities for OSIS to provide: administrative capability and S3 

capability.  Administrative capability is straightforward - specifying which optional APIs are not implemented. 

Let's talk a bit more about the S3 capability. Below is a sample representation of the S3 capability resource. 

The s3_ prefixed keys are converted from the action names in Amazon S3 API Reference, e.g., CreateBucket → s3_create_bucket. Inline is 

explained what the representation of the S3 capability stands for. 

{ 

  "CEPH": { 

    "exclusions": { // Defines which S3 APIs are excluded. 

      "s3_set_bucket_encryption": {  

          "by_payload": [ // SetBucketEncryption is supported except the option kms in the payload. 

          "kms" 

        ] 

      }, 

      "s3_set_object_metadata": { 

        "by_headers": [ // SetObjectMetadata is supported except two HTTP headers x-amz-request-payer and x-amz-expire. 

          "x-amz-request-payer", 

          "x-amz-expire" 

        ] 

      }, 

      "s3_get_bucket_cors": {} // GetBucketCors is totally not supported. 

    } 

  } 

} 

The S3 capability resource specifies which S3 APIs are not supported. There are four kinds of exclusions: 

1. totally excluded 

2. excluded by_params 

3. excluded by_headers 

4. excluded by_payload 

From the implementation view, developers should elaborate and figure out which S3 APIs are supported by the storage platform: 

• Study the storage platform S3 API documentation and compare it with Amazon S3 

https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/tree/master/vmware-ose-ceph-ref-impl
https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/tree/master/vmware-ose-ceph-ref-impl
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/API/API_Operations_Amazon_Simple_Storage_Service.html
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• Hand on storage platform S3 API 

Then describe and persist the capabilities in a specific schema, like in JSON or YAML (see the sample in the CEPH reference project). In runtime, convert 

the data in the schema to a capability resource model and marshal out. 

Construct the OSIS Adapter Implementation 

Once the stubs and design are ready, it is time to construct the implementation. 

This topic depends on the programming language and the framework. We will give some general points for preparing the components: 

• Client to exchange data with the storage platform. See an example here. 

• A database utility if a database is adopted. 

• Converter to handle the OSIS and platform models. See an example here. 

• Service to cooperate the components above, and the stubs should call the service to serve the OSE requests. See an example here. 

Best Practices in the OSIS Adapter Development 

The following practices are recommended for developing your OSIS adapter: 

1. Ensure all required APIs are implemented. 

2. Unimplemented optional APIs should return 501 Not Implemented HTTP code. 

3. Do not partially implement the optional OSIS APIs (e.g., if an API can accept two URL parameters in the specification, support both 

parameters, or none). 

4. Consider the string length and the special-character acceptance of the storage platform for model properties like ID and name. 

5. Do not introduce a database If it is not mandatory. 

Secure the OSIS Authentication 

As we know, OSIS specification includes two authentication modes: basic and API token. Several recommended rules are listed below for the 

implementation of the OSIS authentication module.  

• API token is preferred over basic authentication. 

• When basic or API token authentication is adopted, the identity used to authenticate entities must be unique. This means the  unique ID remains the 

same even if the username changes. 

• It must implement countermeasures to defend against brute force attacks. 

• User passwords must be stored in the form of a salted hash. 

• Salts used for one-way hashing must be generated using cryptographically strong random data and must be at least 128-bits long. 

• The one-way hash must be with one of the approved algorithms: PBKDF2 and Scrypt. 

Secure the Channel between OSE and OSIS 

No matter how OSE and OSIS communicate - over Intranet or Internet, HTTPS is preferred in the OSIS implementation. The platform administrator can 

use the OSE CLI ose osis admin set to configure the HTTPS endpoint of OSIS, like https://osis.ceph.ose.vmware.com:8443. 

If HTTP is adopted in the OSIS implementation, the OSIS server should be deployed on the same machine with an OSE server, or in the same secure 

private network with NAT (only NAT rule for OSE so that OSIS is isolated in the private network). When they are on the same machine, HTTP port 

should be made loopback only, other than bind on the external network interface. 

Besides user authentication, the deployment of OSIS can limit the access from allowed sources: OSE and the storage platform by configuring firewall 

rules. Only necessary communication ports need to be open for the OSIS host, like the HTTPS port for OSIS RESTful services. 

In the deployment, it must be taken appropriate measures to protect OSE against Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. 

Security Recommendations 

The implementation must always validate that the input data meets the expectations defined by the specifications to avoid various attacks.  

https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/tree/master/vmware-ose-osis-ceph-ri
https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/blob/2f3ad5d103bcdda30557b755da4c2b81a7b18e34/vmware-ose-osis-ceph-ri/ceph-admin-client/src/main/java/org/twonote/rgwadmin4j/impl/RgwAdminImpl.java
https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/blob/2f3ad5d103bcdda30557b755da4c2b81a7b18e34/vmware-ose-osis-ceph-ri/osis-core/src/main/java/com/vmware/osis/ceph/utils/ModelConverter.java
https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/blob/2f3ad5d103bcdda30557b755da4c2b81a7b18e34/vmware-ose-osis-ceph-ri/osis-core/src/main/java/com/vmware/osis/ceph/service/impl/CephOsisService.java
https://osis.ceph.ose.vmware.com:8443/
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OSE should use storage platform account to access platform admin endpoint. In the platform, the account should not be configured with additional 

unnecessary privileges. 

Log the following types of security-relevant events for the purpose of a future audit: 

•  All authentication attempts; successful or not. However, do not log the passwords.  

• Significant operational actions such as application startup and shutdown, application failures, and major application configuration changes. 

• Client requests and server responses. Care must be taken to not log sensitive information such as passwords.  

• All events related to the serviceability. 

• Any other operations performed by authenticated entities that could be relevant in a security audit.  

• Any other operations performed by automated process (with or without authenticated users) that could be relevant in a security audit. Examples are 

automated encryption key rolls. 
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Configure OSIS 

Now assumed you have developed an OSIS adapter for your vendor Object Storage platform named X-S3-IO, and service providers want to switch OSE 

from Amazon native S3 to vendor Object Storage platform. OSE provides convenient CLIs to complete the switch. Here is a CLI snippet. 

1. Configure the OSIS API connection 

ose osis admin set --name X-S3-IO --url <https://osis-adapter-api-server> --user <username> --secret 

<password>  

2. To set a refresh token, run the following command: 

ose args set --k oss.platform.X-S3-IO.admin.refresh-token --v <refresh-token>  

3. Configure the X-S3-IO S3 endpoint 

ose osis s3 set --name X-S3-IO --url <https://x-s3-io-s3-endpoint>  

4. Switch to platform X-S3-IO 

ose platforms enable osis --name X-S3-IO  

5. Restart the OSE service 

ose service restart  

After restarting OSE, you would be able to enable tenants to use the new Object Storage platform. 

Verifying the OSIS Implementation 

OSIS Verifier 

Before integrating with Object Storage Extension (OSE) and the object storage platform, it is recommended to run the OSIS Verifier tool to verify the 

OSIS implementation, which would find issues with less effort. 

Requirements 

Python 3.4+ 

Installation & Usage 

pip install 

If the python package is hosted on a repository, you can install it directly using: 

pip install -r requirements.txt 

(You may need to run pip with root permission: sudo pip install -r requirements.txt) 

Getting Started 

Execute the command python osis_verify.py to verify OSIS required APIs: 

python osis_verifier.py  

  ___  ____ ___ ____   __     __        _  __ _            

 / _ \/ ___|_ _/ ___|  \ \   / /__ _ __(_)/ _(_) ___ _ __  

| | | \___ \| |\___ \   \ \ / / _ \ '__| | |_| |/ _ \ '__| 

https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/tree/master/vmware-ose-osis-verifier
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| |_| |___) | | ___) |   \ V /  __/ |  | |  _| |  __/ |    

 \___/|____/___|____/     \_/ \___|_|  |_|_| |_|\___|_|    

                                                           

Input OSIS Endpoint: [example - https://localhost:8443]https://localhost:9443 

Input OSIS Username: MPG0RVCDCDDTSRJJONJK 

Input OSIS Password :c5XMURa3Eu3KGPvHDmwTw8GQSOzDujfmNA94tlPh 

Input OSIS S3 Endpoint: [example - http://ceph.osis.ose.vmware.com:31383]http://ceph.osis.ose.vmware.com:31383 

************************************************************ 

* The verification items                                   * 

************************************************************ 

0. Quit the verifier 

1. Verify S3 Capabilities API 

2. Verify S3 Credential API 

3. Verify Info API 

4. Verify Tenant API 

5. Verify User API 

6. Verify tenant/user onboard and S3 request 

 

Choose what of the OSIS implementation you want to verify. Once there is any error during the verification, check the log file osis-verifier.log 

for details. 

Test OSIS with OSE and the Storage Platform 
Unit tests and integration tests should be done before testing with OSE because it will take a significant effort to troubleshoot any issue that may 

appear in Cloud Director, OSE, OSIS and the storage platform. 

We can test the function on the OSE portal. Mainly follow this order 

1. Log in to the VMware Cloud Director with the service provider credentials. 

2. Launch the OSE provider administrator portal. 

3. In the tenant list, check the general information of the tenants. 

4. Pick and enable one tenant. 

5. Check the information of the onboarded tenant, especially the storage tenant ID. 

6. Log out. 

7. Log in to the VMware Cloud Director with a tenant administrator/user credentials. 

8. Launch the OSE tenant portal. 

9. Try an S3 operation like creating a bucket. 

10. Check the S3 credentials of the user. 

11. Go around the portal. 

If steps 3 and 7 work well, Cloud Director users can consume S3 service of the storage platform successfully. The remaining work is to adjust and polish 

implementation to fulfill your requirements. 
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OSIS CEPH Reference Implementation 

To help you design and deploy your OSIS adapter, we have prepared a reference OSIS implementation, which integrates CEPH (an open-source 

distributed storage) with OSE. 

The reference project can be accessed here. It includes information on how to design, build, and configure your OSIS adapter for the CEPH storage. 

Have a look at the documentation of the project to deploy your OSIS adapter and start using CEPH with OSE. 

  

https://github.com/vmware-samples/object-storage-extension-samples/tree/master/vmware-ose-osis-ceph-ri
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Abbreviations 

 

OSIS VMware Object Storage Interoperability Service 

OSE VMware Cloud Director Object Storage Extension 

Cloud Director VMware Cloud Director 

ISV Independent Software Vendor 
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